**ESC**
- pause

**F1**
- hide UI

**F5**
- change camera

1
- toolbar selection

Q
- drop item

W
- move forward

E
- inventory

T
- chat

A
- move left

S
- move back

D
- move right

**SHIFT**
- hold to crouch
- hold to fly down

**SPACE**
- jump
- double tap to fly
- hold to fly up

- use
- look around

**toolbar selection**
- mine/attack
Minecraft: Education Edition immerses students in a virtual landscape that fosters collaboration, stimulates problem solving, and inspires creativity while exploring subjects from art to math, history to science. Minecraft is already transforming classroom learning.

❤️ STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Minecraft: Education Edition is the same Minecraft experience many students enjoy and play already, but with additional capabilities to support curriculum integration, enabling educators to deliver lessons and learning activities within the game itself.

💬 PROJECT COLLABORATION
Designed for students to work together to solve problems, collaborate on learning activities in the game, and master the challenges placed before them.

💡 CREATIVE EXPLORATION
Creative Exploration Encourages independence and self-direction, allowing students the freedom to experiment, test concepts, and express ideas in their own unique way.

🎓 LEARNING OUTCOMES
Empowers students to share their achievements and demonstrate concept mastery.

Microsoft
http://education.minecraft.net
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